
1. We are going to try the local food. 
2. They are going to have dinner with their 

friends this weekend.
3. Are you going to stay at an expensive 

hotel? 
4. They are not going to married until next 

year. 
5. Are they going to see the Statue of Liberty? 
6. He is going to meet a lot of people. 
7. She is not going to go on holiday this year. 

 



 

Countable nouns – 
исчисляемые 

существительные
Uncountable nouns – 

неисчисляемые 
существительные



Countable and uncountable 
nouns

Обозначают предметы, 
людей, явления, которые 
можно посчитать:
For example: orange, 
book, doctor, story, judge, 
competition.

Обозначают вещества и 
материалы, которые 
посчитать нельзя:
For example: gold, oil, 
furniture, money, police, 
help, love.

Имеют форму мн.ч.:
For example: oranges, 
books, doctors, stories, 
judges, competitions.

Не имеют формы 
множественного числа.



Могут использоваться с 
количественными 
числительными:
For example: 5 oranges, 2 
books, 10 stories, 4 
doctors, 3 judges, 7 
competitions.

Не используются с 
количественными 
числительными.

В ед.ч. Могут 
использоваться с 
неопределённым 
артиклем a/an:
For example: an orange,   
a book, a story, a doctor, a 
judge, a competition.

Не используются с 
неопределённым 
артиклем.



Образуют словосочетания с SOME

Во мн.ч.:
For example: some 
oranges, some books, 
some stories, some 
doctors, some judges, 
some competitions.
Значение some: 
несколько.

В ед.ч.:
For example: some gold, 
some oil, some furniture, 
some money, some help.
Значение some: 
некоторое 
количество, 
немного.



Adding a/an and some.

_______ cup

_______ table

a

a



Adding a/an and some.

_______ water

_______ money

some

some



Adding a/an and some.

_______ cap

_______ table

some s

some s



Adding a/an and some.

_______ apple

_______ help

an

some



Adding a/an and some.

_______ air

_______ butter

some

some



Adding a/an and some.
1. There is _____ map on the wall.
2. There are _____ letters for you.
3. He is _____ student.
4. There is _____ umbrella.
5. Please, give 
     me _____ money.

a
some

a
an

some



Make the sentences.
1. Table/ this/ a/ is/ chairs/ some
2. Father/ a/ is/ his/ doctor
3. Two/ five/ have/ pencils/ I/ and/  pens
4. An/ ask/ I/ orange/ apples/ and/ some
5. Me/ sunflower/ please/ some/ give/ oil
6. Help/ need/ some/ I/ my/ homework/ with

7. To/ want/ I/ some/ buy/ butter

1. This is a table and some chairs.
2. His father is a doctor.
3. I have two pencils and five pens.

4. I ask an orange and some apples.

5. Give me some sunflower oil please.
6. I need some help with my homework.
7. I want to buy some butter.



True or false
1. Bill has got            orange.

2. She buys a skirt.

3. There is 

4. We need 

5. He buys 

6. She invites some girls to the party.

7. They sing a song.
8. I need 

some

a milk in the fridge.

an eggs to bake some cake

a cheese.

a 
money.

an

some milk in the fridge.

some eggs to bake a cake 

some cheese.

some money.



a/an some

orange water flower jam elephant
telephone sugar dog soup lemons cups
giraffe bus bread window butter ball

Распределите слова по столбикам



Insert a/an or some.
1. It is _____ dog.
2. Do you have _____ friends?
3. Linda has not got _____ pet.
4. There are _____ students in the 
classroom.
5. We don’t have ______ bread.
6. My mother finds ______ salt.
7. _____ bag of flour.
8. I bought ______ meat.

a
some

a

some
some
some

a
some


